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Abstract. Contact of a single third-body particle between two plates is simulated using the 
Boundary Element Method. The particle is considered as deformable, and the Coulomb’s 
law of friction is assumed at the contact interface. The normal pressure distribution and 
tangential stress distribution in contact as well as the macroscopic force and force moment 
are calculated. Several movement modes are shown to be possible: rolling, rotation, or 
sticking during the loading. It is found that, differing from rigid particles, the state of 
particle may change during the loading. The particle may stick to the plates initially, but 
rotation may occur when the load becomes larger. Examples with the same and different 
coefficients of friction are presented to show kinematics of particle. The method can be 
further applied to simulation of multiple third-body particles.     
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is the mechanics of interactions between the surfaces of contacting bodies which 
determines the tribological properties in contact. The processes occurring in the “interface” 
are multiple and complex:  material transfer, wear, friction, particle formation, oxidation and 
corrosion, heat transfer, fluid flow and many others [1]. The so-called “third-body” - 
immediate vicinity of an interface, including the surface layers of the bodies and the particles 
in the interface volume - plays a significant role in terms of tribological properties. The 
interface particles and interfacial materials develop during the frictional process and are 
usually unmeasurable. Therefore, a very common way to study third-body is experimentally 
measuring the coefficient of friction and wear rate for different materials, loading and system 
parameters and surrounding environment [2, 3]. Experimental studies have shown that the 
wear particle flow is essential for the formation, localization, and reconstitution of 
load-bearing structures or films as well as the resulting friction and wear rate [4]. There have 
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been only few analytical and numerical studies of the third body processes due to 
complicated interactions among the moving surfaces and the intermedia. The Molecular 
Dynamic (MD) simulation is usually used for simulating interaction of atom layers and 
particles in a micro scale [5, 6]. Recently the Monte Carlo method has been used to predict 
the three-body abrasive wear rate [7], Cellular Automata for evaluation of wear particle flow 
and load and temperature distribution [8]. Due to the complicated third-body processes 
sometimes only one aspect for obtaining a basic understanding of its role is considered, for 
example only adhesion or friction without wear and lubrication [9, 10]. In this study, we 
focus on frictional contact of deformable particles between the rigid plates which is 
numerically simulated by using the Boundary Element Method (BEM).  
BEM is an effective numerical simulation method for solving contact problems, 
especially assisted by the Fast Fourier Transform [11]. It has been applied to various 
tribological problems in the last twenty years, including indentation test, partial sliding and 
adhesive contact, etc. [12-14]. Recently it has been further developed to layered system 
[15], power-law graded materials [16] and arbitrary two-dimensional shapes [17]. 
However, it has been rarely used for contact of third-body particles. In this work we 
consider a single soft particle compressed by two parallel plates. Under the loading the 
particle could roll, rotate or keep unmoved (sticking). The normal and tangential stress 
distribution as well as its moment will be calculated for determination of particle state.  
  2. METHODS 
We consider a single particle trapped between two plates, as shown in Fig. 1. The 
following assumptions are made in the study: (1) deformation of a particle is elastic; 
(2) particle is massless (meaning that we consider the quasistatic processes). It is further 
assumed that due to chemical reaction or mechanical reasons it stays initially in a given 
state as shown in Fig.1; then the plates are pressed under the external loading. We assume 
that the Coulomb’s law of friction is valid in contact with coefficients of friction 1 and 2 
at the upper and lower interfaces, respectively.  
 
      a)                    b) 
Fig. 1 A single particle trapped between two plates. (a) particle is rigid and concentrated 
normal and tangential forces FN, FT act on contact points A and B; (b) particle is 
deformable and loads are distributed stresses p and τ on areas  
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Under the loading, the particle may roll, rotate, or keep its initial state. If the particle is 
rigid, then the state depends only on the coefficient of friction and the geometry of the 
particle, not on the loading process. 
2.1. Rigid particle 
Let us consider a two-dimensional case as shown in Fig. 1a, or three-dimensional but the 
geometry of the particle is symmetric with respect to the xz-plane, so that only the moment 
around y-axis (perpendicular to xz-plane) has to be considered. The origin of the coordinates 
is located at the centroid of the particle. The normal and tangential forces acting on the 
particle at upper contact point A are defined as FN1 and FT1, and forces at lower point B are 
FN2 and FT2. Simply according to the equilibrium condition for the particle, we have   
 
N1 N2 T1 T2,F F F F= − = − , (1) 
and total moment of these forces around the origin should be zero if the particle is unmoved 
  
N1 1 N2 2 T1 1 T2 2 0M F x F x F z F z= + + + = , (2) 
which gives T1 T2 1 2
N1 N2 1 2
F F x x






Following the Coulomb’s law of friction, the tangential force at the sliding state is 
equal to normal force multiplying the coefficient of friction which is the maximal 
reachable value of tangential force. Therefore, by comparing the local coefficient of 
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In this paper we define “rotation” as the rotation of the particle around its centroid, and 
“rolling” as the rotation around the contact point either in the upper or lower interface. If the 










From Eqs. (3) and (4), it follows that the state of particle under the loading depends 
only on the coefficient of friction and the geometry and orientation of particle. The similar 
behavior was discussed about kinematics of particles in [18].  
2.2. Soft particle 
If the body is deformable, the contact will be different. Firstly, the loads are not 
concentrated forces acting on some points, but distributed stresses on some areas. And the 
moment arms of the stresses are then related to the location of contact area. Furthermore, 
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due to the deformation of particle, there could be multi-contact spots in one contact 
interface during loading. As sketched in Fig. 1b, the equilibrium condition for the 
deformed particle in this case becomes 
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The third equation in (6) is the equilibrium condition for the moment of the normal and 
tangential stresses around the centroid of particle. It is noted that the centroid may change a bit 
due to the deformation during the loading.  
The stresses in contact have to be numerically calculated using the BEM. For a clear 
description of numerical simulation, we mention two available basic functions in the BEM: (1) 
normal pressure distribution p can be calculated with given indentation depth d and the 
geometry of indenter (particle in this study); (2) tangential stress τ can be calculated with the 
given tangential displacement.  
The latter one has been already applied to the partial sliding with the Coulomb’s law of 
friction: under the normal load a deformable body is pressed on a rigid plane and then the 
plane moves a bit in tangential direction; then the tangential displacement of the body at the 
contact area can be calculated as well as the tangential stress. As shown in Fig. 2 with an 
example of a tilted ellipsoid, there will be a stick region in the middle of contact area and a 
relative slip region at the boundary of contact (Fig. 2b). The criterion can be formulated as 
follows: when the tangential stress is smaller than normal stress multiplying the coefficient 
of friction τ<p, the incremental tangential displacement of the surface in contact area ux 
is equal to that of  indenter ux0. These elements are in the stick region. Otherwise, the 
elements are in a state of slip:    
  0 , in stick region







      a)             b)         c) 
Fig. 2 Simulation example of partial sliding of a deformable ellipsoid on a rigid plane (a) 
Illustration of contact: the plane has a contact with ellipsoid under the normal load 
and then moves a little in tangential direction. There is a stick (black) and a slip 
(gray) region in contact area (b). The tangential stress distribution is shown in (c) 
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We consider a soft particle squeezed by two plates. The external normal loading on plates is 
given and the two parallel plates are fixed in horizontal direction so they can move only in 
vertical direction. With the existing functions described above we can further realize the 
following calculations iteratively: (1) the deformation of particle and normal stresses can be 
obtained with the given normal force; (2) the tangential stress and a stick and slip region can be 
calculated with the given tangential force under the Coulomb’s law of friction (as shown in Fig. 
2). In more detail, the simulation of particle contact is the following. Under known external 
load Fz the normal stresses and contact areas on upper and lower interfaces pup, plow, Aup, Alow 
and deformation of particle can be easily calculated, also the moment of normal pressures  
 p up up low low( , ) d ( , ) dM p x y x A p x y x A= +  . (8) 
If the coefficients of friction in the upper and lower interfaces are the same, μup = μlow = 
μ, one can simply check whether the particle would rotate. The moment of normal load 
urges the particle to rotate, but the frictional force in tangential direction will hinder this 
movement. Because the plates are rigid, the moment arms of tangential stress are the same 
in each contact interface. The state of particle can be determined by comparing the 














and maximal achievable tangential force μFz (sliding frictional force): 
 Particle will rotate, if  x zF F , (10) 
where z1-z2 is the moment arm of tangential forces. If the condition (10) is not met, the 
particle will generally keep unmoved but a partial sliding exists. Then the tangential stress 
distribution and a stick and slip region can be calculated with tangential force Fʹx in Eq. (9).  
For different coefficients of friction, the criterion is basically same. The tangential 
force needed for rotation Fʹx is still obtained from the results of normal contact in Eq. (9); 
then by comparing it with the value of μFz for the upper and lower interfaces, respectively, 
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  lownd , sticking                                       x zF F 
. (11) 
It is noted that the contact spot is an area in this case, so if the body size is much larger than 
the size of contact, one can simply let the particle roll around the center of the sticking area.  
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3. EXAMPLES OF NUMERICAL SIMULATION 
In this section, we illustrate the above method with a few examples.  
3.1. Cases with the same coefficients of friction 
Firstly, a simple case with the same coefficients of friction is simulated, μup = μlow = μ. 
The particle has only two states: rotation or keeping unmoved. In the simulation external 
normal load FN is set to increase linearly. The particle has a “potato” shape and its 
geometry is symmetric with respect to the shown plane. It is numerically generated by 
superposition of ellipsoid and sine waves with comparable wavelength and amplitude. In each 
compression step, the contact area, a stick and slip region and the tangential force are 
calculated. Fig. 3a shows the dependence of the ratio of tangential force and normal force 
multiplied by coefficient of friction FT/(FN) on the compression distance. The distance of 
the horizontal coordinate is normalized by initial gap d0. The value of FT/(FN) indicates 
the state of particle: FT/(FN)<1 (gray region) for a general sticking state (actually in a 
partial sticking state), and FT/(FN)=1 (red line) for rotation.  
It is seen that the particle is in a state of stick at the first contact under a very tiny load. 
If the particle is rigid, it will always stay in this state no matter how large the load is. But in 
this case of a soft body, we can see that the particle has a few rotations during the 
compression. Observing states a and b marked in the curve (or similar series c-d-e) and 
corresponding contact areas in Fig.3b, the particle has the following behavior: initially it is 
in a state of sticking, then the tangential force increases during compression and 
approaching to the value of FN while the sticking region in the contact area shrinks until 
rotation occurs. This phenomenon repeats several times and finally the particle stays 
“stable” between the plates while the tangential force decreases (state f).     
 
      a)                    b) 
Fig. 3 Simulation of a single particle in compression: (a) dependence of FT/(FN) on the 
compression distance; (b) contact configurations corresponding to the states marked 
in Fig.3a 
Examples with smaller values of coefficient of friction are shown in Fig. 4. Other 
parameters remain unchanged. It is observed that the particle rotates at the first contact: after the 
rotation by an angle 6 in the case of =0.3 and angle 9 in the case of =0.2 it comes into the 
state of sticking. For =0.2 the sticking state keeps in the whole compression process after the 
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initial rotation. It is noted that the tangential force in this case becomes negative at the larger 
load, which indicates that the tangential force decreases during compression and will act on the 
surface in the opposite direction.  
 
      a)                    b) 
Fig. 4 Examples with smaller coefficient of friction: (a) =0.3; (b) =0.2 
3.2. Cases with different coefficients of friction 
Now we consider a case with different coefficients of friction, up=0.2 and low=0.4. 
The external normal loading is the following: the normal force keeps constant till the 
particle reaches a stable state and then increases linearly. From Fig. 5a it is seen that under 
the load the upper interface is in a slip state where the value of FT/(upFN) is one (blue 
curve with stars) and lower interface in a sticking state where FT/(lowFN) is smaller than 
one and decreases (red curve with triangles). This rolling continues to a stable state - point 
“b” where the particle sticks in both interfaces (Fig. 5b). With an increasing normal loading 
the particle is further compressed without rotation (state c).  
 
      a)                    b) 
Fig. 5 Simulation examples with different coefficient of friction in the upper and lower 
interfaces. (a) State of particle during the loading; (b) three contact configurations 
corresponding to the states marked in Fig. 5(a)  
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4. CONCLUSION 
We studied a simple case of third body particle: a single deformable particle is compressed 
by two parallel plates. The frictional contact of the particle was numerically simulated by the 
FFT-assisted BEM. Unlike the rigid particle, the soft particle during the compression may 
change its state, for example from sticking to rolling. The normal and tangential stress 
distributions, deformation of the particle, and stick and slip regions were calculated. By 
comparing the tangential force needed for slipping and the maximal achievable tangential 
force, the state of particle state was determined. Applications of this method were shown with a 
few examples with the same and different coefficients of friction in the upper and lower 
interfaces. This method can be further developed for the simulation of kinematics of multiple 
third-body particles including various sizes of particles. 
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